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Abstract 
Audit evidence is the important in the whole auditing progress. It is the main basis 
during form the audit report. It is the base component to get audit conclusion. Collecting 
audit evidence is the main contents for the entire auditing work. At the same time, it is 
the important foundation that prove the auditee has some vital mistakes in financial 
report. Auditors based on the attitude objective, overall, scientific and careful, through 
all kinds of measures to collecting audit evidence, with resort that arrive at correct audit 
conclusion. 
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1. Audit Evidence 

Audit evidence is the relevant evidential material and is collected by auditors during the whole 
auditing progress. In another words, audit work’s main content and key link is collecting 
relevant evidences. Audit evidence is collected all relative information, include accounting and 
non-accounting information. 
Accounting information include accounting procedure, accounting book and accounting report 
and so on. Non-accounting information means apart from accounting information. Its main 
ways which getting information from auditee’s inside and outside. Auditors usually obtain 
information through inquiry related staff and check related written material and observe 
enterprise’s environment. What’s more, auditors may infer some conclusion based on some 
information and redone some procedures to get some message. For example, auditors can made 
statement of cost or bank reconciliation and so on to confirmed weather the information is right 
and real. 
Accounting information is the main work of audit, and it supports almost the whole auditing 
work. If there is no accounting information, the auditing work will not continue. But, in another 
words, if there is no non-accounting information, the auditing work cannot find useful clues to 
look-up vital mistakes. Many non-accounting news can be assistant evidence to help auditor 
find vital accounting mistakes. As a result, auditors will not only rely on accounting information, 
they must combine together accounting information and non-accounting information during 
entire auditing work. 
Auditors collect variety audit evidence by according to different audit objects. Audit evidence 
include oral evidence, record evidence and physical evidence and so on. The group standard is 
according to auditing standard the 32th directions, it issues by American Institute of CPA. In all 
audit evidence, record evidences are more than other evidence. Its proportion is bigger than 
other evidence, too. Although on the reliability, physical evidence is stronger than record 
evidence, the reason is record evidence is more easily modify than physical evidence, but record 
evidence is still belong to basal proof. Physical evidence is only proof something’s existence, 
and do not proof the ownership. So physical evidence and oral evidence are not basal evidence, 
they are only as assistant document. For oral evidence, it is strictly speaking, oral evidence is 
not evidence, which is only clues to find vital mistake for auditors. 
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All audit evidences must be to keep their property and sufficiency. The sufficiency means audit 
evidence’s quantity must enough; but it is not only quantity maintain enough. If auditors own a 
number of evidence but they are false evidence, and would not as evidence to prove facticity. 
So, audit evidence needs adequacy criterion. It implies audit evidence must has quality. The 
quality means reliability and actual or true. Audit evidence’s reliability is not only truth, but 
also relativity. Relativity implies the audit evidence and audit purpose is interrelated. If there 
is no relative between audit evidence and audit purpose, audit evidence would lose its 
functionary. Auditors will cost so much time and expenditure on collecting audit evidence. An 
audit project has not only efficiency but also effects. As a result, audit evidence’s property and 
sufficiency will bring out the best in each other. 

2. Methods for Collecting Audit Evidence 

How to collect audit evidence effective for auditors? Auditors may through below some ways. 
First of all, inspect relative records and documents. The main work is checking the reality of 
records and document. In another words, is to prove the audit evidence’s reality. The audit 
document and records are from auditee’s accounting material, such as accounting documents, 
accounting books and accounting statement. In addition, it includes non-accounting material, 
for example, some related documents of laws and regulations about the enterprise, such as 
management plan, budget, strategic decision, contract, minutes of meeting, business license and 
so on. Checking document and records cover pattern and content. For pattern, identify amount 
of money, quantity and business summery, to make sure the records consistent. For content, 
checking the subsistence reasonable and legal. 
The second way is checking auditee’s tangible assets. This way adopts check the number of 
tangible assets, to make sure the tangible assets are really existing. Usually, auditors supervised 
auditee’s staff checking. The tangible assets generally include cash, negotiable securities, 
finished goods, in production, raw materials, machinery equipment and all kinds of invoices 
and etc. Auditors only checking valuable goods such as pearl and jewels, jade, antiques and 
cultural relics and so on in person. The third is through observe measure to obtain and collect 
audit evidence. Auditors found vital mistakes’ clues by observing auditee’s place of business 
and its internal control performance. The observe measure cannot be audit evidence directly, 
it is only as assistant evidence. Auditors must find other powerful evidence such as 
documentary proof. 
The fourth way, auditors may to get audit clues through enquire some questions to related staff. 
The staff member who works in business department, accounting department, administrative 
department and internal audit department and so on. Auditors will get some information that 
they haven’t known or contradictory with they have get. If auditors get some information which 
they have was contradictory or they ever known, auditors should make next auditing plan to 
put into further audit process to find the truth. Or auditor has to modify his audit plan. 
The fifth way, auditors may use letter evidence to get audit evidence. Letter evidence is, auditor 
sent a letter to the third party to identify auditee’s reality. Letter evidence maintain positive 
confirmation letter and negative letter. Positive letter means the third party must reply the 
letter while he or she receive it. Negative letter will not require the third party must reply if the 
letter’s information consistent. If the information would not consistent, the third party then to 
reply. If the third party is fault by auditee, auditor would not accept the reply. Or the third party 
will not response auditor’s letter, auditor will not accept the letter too. Therefore, we can see, 
positive letter is more reliability than negative letter. As a result, auditor often use negative 
letter when the information unimportant, and will use positive letter while the information is 
important. When auditor accept positive letter, but he doesn’t obtain the third party’s reply, the 
auditor may do the second positive letter, and does not accept the reply again, he may adopt 
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other substitute auditing process. For letter evidence, auditor must hold in hand the initiative. 
Auditors must control the letter’s reply throughout the whole process. If the auditee masters 
the initiative, letter evidence will lose its significance. 
The sixth way is recalculation and re-execute. Auditor will re-execute some working link to test 
enterprise’ effectiveness of internal control. The work of re-execute such as auditor reprogram 
the enterprise’ bank reconciliation, and etc. The work of recalculate is recalibrate to some data, 
its purpose is to make sure the data is correct and real. For example, auditor recalculate the 
enterprise’ accumulated depreciation and reserve for inventory depreciation and so on. The 
last way to collect audit evidence is to analyze. Auditors check the relation between financial 
data or analyzing financial data and non-financial data to find exception from corresponding 
relation and balanced relation of data. Auditor can observe whether there has large fluctuate 
between data, and to discover the vital mistake in the enterprise. If auditor really discover the 
vital mistakes in the financial statement, he or she should implement further audit process to 
ensure the statement’s legitimacy. 

3. Epilogue 

All in all, through above some ways to collect audit evidences, auditors may obtain many 
auditing evidences to help them finish the auditing program. The audit evidences which be 
obtained from different ways will be stronger evidence than from one way or two ways. For 
example, if an auditor wanted to check receivables, he or she would examine one or more 
receivable’s existence, can through letter evidence to get many auditing evidence to prove., or 
he or she can through inventory stock and fixed assets. At the same time, auditor can 
examination auditee’s relative financial or non-financial material to proof the receivable’s truth. 
Therefore, auditor undertake auditing work, he or she can combine many auditing ways to find 
powerful audit evidence and to get correct auditing conclusion. 
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